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How can a parallel application's performance on a NUMA be improved by the programmer? by the compiler? by the operating system? What instrumentation is available and needed to better exploit NUMA? Mechanisms available in existing systems will be reviewed.
Overview

• NUMA & Memory Latency Driven
  – NUMAs are common today – Opteron
  – NUMA effect on performance
  – Measuring/locating improvements
  – Need latency sampling

• List a few other topics I hope are covered today
AMD Opteron™ Processor MP System Architecture

**AMD Opteron™ System**
- Up to 8 processors without glue logic
- Each processor adds memory
- Each processor adds additional HyperTransport™ buses for PCI-X and other I/O bridges
- Fewer chips required

**Typical MP System**
- Maximum of 4 processors
  - Processors compete for FSB bandwidth
- Memory size and bandwidth are limited
- Maximum of 3 PCI-X bridges
- More chips required
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Low Memory Latency

ScienceMark 2.0 Beta, 512-Byte Stride

NUMA-ratio

~ 1.5    ~1.4
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NUMA Effect on Performance

• Variation in run-times
  – But, remember even worst case is better than bus.

• Mask effect by interleaving in hardware or OS
  – Average avoids peaks and valleys -- mediocre for all

• How to exploit NUMA?
  – OS allocate data local to process
    • With allocate-on-first-touch policy
      => initialize data in same thread that uses the data later.
What Could Be Measured?

- **Indirect measures:**
  - Run time variation
  - Local & remote memory reference counts
  - Reference counter/CPU/cache line (e.g., SGI Origin® 2000)
    - Enables OS page migration, but too much overhead to break even
  - Average memory latency = (cycles of total latency)/(references)
  - Ability to get physical location of a process’ pages (Per Ekman patch)
  - Reference trace + post-process

- **Direct measures:**
  - Sampled memory reference latency
    - E.g., Itanium2®
Viewing Sampled Latency

• Latency profile by data address/object
  – Which objects should be moved?
  – Only target address & latency needed
  – Could help find false sharing

• Latency profile by instruction address
  – Which part of my program is being delayed?
  – Difficult if IA not captured with target address & latency – (interrupt occurs much after event)
Itanium2® Memory Latency Sampling

• Event Address Registers for I/D Misses
  – Instruction & data miss events
  – Both instruction & data addresses captured

• Event filtering
  – Instruction address range or opcode
  – Data address range
  – Latency threshold by powers of 2
    • Allows measuring just L3 misses
Publications Addressing Latency, NUMA, and Instrumentation

Itanium2® Memory Latency Experience?

- How effective is Itanium2’s latency sampling?
- Audience feedback?
Virtualization

• E.g., Vmware & Xen virtual machine monitors
• Secure Computing Platform
  – e.g., La Grande & Presidio
• Importance increasing
• PMU must be virtualized
• How to measure virtual machine monitor?
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